
Here are some resources that you can use in your 
classrooms to address behavioral needs using visual 
supports.  These examples were found at www.setbc.org.  
 
 
To see the examples, click the paperclip.   
 














Taking Turns


Sometimes people want to play with, use, or do the same


things. What can they do?


They might take turns. To take turns is to have a chance


to play with, use, or do something. At school, students often


take turns. If the class is taking turns, this means that


I have a chance.


We might take turns with toys.


We might take turns with computers.







We might take turns with books.


We might take turns with games.


We might take turns talking.


We might take turns handing things out for the teacher.


We might take turns with classroom jobs.


We might take turns with who's at the front of the line.


We might take turns taking things to the office.


We might take turns buddy reading.


Sometimes it is hard to know whose turn it is.







Teachers can help. A teacher might ask me to wait my turn by


saying, " __________, can you please wait your turn."


To wait my turn means that I will be having a turn.


It is coming later. The teacher will usually know when it


is my turn. When it is my turn the teacher will usually tell me


that it is my turn now. When I have my turn, other students


wait for their turns.


That's how turn taking works.








Red -
Stop Talking


Yellow -
Quiet Talking


Green -
Normal Voice


quiet


talk sing


listentalk






















Bus To School Bus To Home


Walk to bus stopWatch for bus


Walk to bus Line up for bus


Get on bus Get on bus


Find an empty seat Find an empty seat


Sit down Sit down


Quiet hands
Quiet hands 


Quiet voice


Quiet voice Watch for stop


Get off bus Get off bus


Go to class Go home













   
Calm  Down


Sit on chair


Feet on floor


Fold hands


 Take 3 deep  


breaths


Count to 10


Good work







Calm Down


Sit on chair
Calm Down


Feet on floor Sit on chair


Feet on floor
Fold hands


Fold hands


 
Take 3 deep  


breaths Take 3 deep 
breaths


Count to 10
Count to 10


Good work Good work


Calm Down


Sit on chair Calm Down


Sit on chair
Feet on floor


Feet on floor


Fold hands


Fold hands


 
Take 3 deep  


breaths
Take 3 deep 
breaths


Count to 10 Count to 10


Good work
Good work























fold line--fold to back and staple sides. When a task is finished, put the pic in the pocket


 first then













Personal Space On the Bus


Sometimes I ride the bus to go to school,


work, or other places. While I am on the bus I am


usually sitting beside someone else. It is okay to share a


bus seat with another passenger. Sometimes I talk


to the person beside me or sometimes I ride quietly.


Bus stops, bus stations and buses are public places.


W hen people are in public places like the bus, they usually


like to have a little bit of space between them and other







people. They feel better if they have this space. This space is


called "personal space." People on buses like to have


personal space. They try to have a little distance between them.


I will try to remember to give other passengers personal space.








Personal Space When People Are Together


Some  people like to be together.


When people are together they usually like to have a little bit of


space between themselves and other people.


A little bit of space is about the length of an arm.


They feel better if they have this space. This space is called


"personal space". People try to have a little distance between them.


People try to remember to give others personal space. This is a


smart thing to do.










